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An automated nucleic acid detection platform using digital
microfluidics with an optimized Cas12a system
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Outbreaks of both influenza virus and the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 are serious threats to human health and life. It is very
important to establish a rapid, accurate test with large-scale detection potential to prevent the further spread of the epidemic. An
optimized RPA-Cas12a-based platform combined with digital microfluidics (DMF), the RCD platform, was established to
achieve the automated, rapid detection of influenza viruses and SARS-CoV-2. The probe in the RPA-Cas12a system was
optimized to produce maximal fluorescence to increase the amplification signal. The reaction droplets in the platform were all at
the microliter level and the detection could be accomplished within 30 min due to the effective mixing of droplets by digital
microfluidic technology. The whole process from amplification to recognition is completed in the chip, which reduces the risk of
aerosol contamination. One chip can contain multiple detection reaction areas, offering the potential for customized detection.
The RCD platform demonstrated a high level of sensitivity, specificity (no false positives or negatives), speed (≤30 min),
automation and multiplexing. We also used the RCD platform to detect nucleic acids from influenza patients and COVID-19
patients. The results were consistent with the findings of qPCR. The RCD platform is a one-step, rapid, highly sensitive and
specific method with the advantages of digital microfluidic technology, which circumvents the shortcomings of manual op-
eration. The development of the RCD platform provides potential for the isothermal automatic detection of nucleic acids during
epidemics.
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1 Introduction

The accurate detection of host pathogens is of great sig-
nificance for the diagnosis of diseases, the evaluation of

treatment programs, the formulation of prevention and
treatment measures, and the evaluation of drug resistance
[1,2]. It is estimated that approximately 291,000 to 646,000
people worldwide die from respiratory diseases related to the
seasonal influenza virus each year. Therefore, the effective
detection of the influenza virus is a long-term task [3,4].
SARS-CoV-2 (previously named 2019-nCoV)-associated
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pneumonia, a newly found respiratory infectious disease, has
swept the globe [5]. Tens of millions of people worldwide
were confirmed to be infected as of 1 June, 2020. Due to
limited sensitivity, traditional antigen/antibody-based meth-
ods are not suitable for the complete control of these epi-
demics [6]. Hence, nucleic acid detection has become an
important means to accurately detect these pathogens.
Nucleic acid detection usually involves nucleic acid am-

plification steps. However, the traditional PCR technique
requires stringent temperature control using a precise heat-
ing/cooling device to cycle through three steps, which is
tedious and time-consuming. To circumvent the limitations
of traditional PCR, many isothermal nucleic acid amplifi-
cation methods have emerged, such as nucleic acid se-
quence-based amplification (NASBA) [7], strand
displacement amplification (SDA) [8], loop-mediated iso-
thermal amplification (LAMP) [9], and recombinase poly-
merase amplification (RPA) [10]. RPA and LAMP are
currently the most promising isothermal amplification tech-
niques. However, the sensitivity of LAMP is still slightly
lower than that of qPCR, and the specificity of LAMP is
inconsistent. Its specificity is comparable to that of qPCR for
some pathogens and poor for others [11]. The sensitivity and
specificity of RPA cannot be compared with those of qPCR
method either [12]. Using a single isothermal amplification
technique alone is not as effective as using qPCR. Thus,
these methods need to be refined or combined with other
techniques to increase performance.
In recent years, researchers have identified a unique group

of Cas enzymes, including the Cas12a/b, Cas13a and Cas14
proteins, that exhibit “collateral cleavage properties” when
binding to the target nucleic acid sequence as an activator
[13–16]. Detection platforms based on these proteins have
been invented, such as “SHERLOCK”, “DETECTR”,
“HOLMESv2”, and “Cas14-DETECTR”. SHERLOCK is a
Cas13a-based molecular detection platform [17]. The target
of the Cas13a protein is RNA, which causes the reaction to
involve repeated transcription and reverse transcription
(RNA→DNA→RNA). DETECTR is a Cas12a-based
method that achieves attomolar sensitivity for DNA detec-
tion [13]. HOLMESv2 is a Cas12b-assisted platform for
nucleic acid detection [18]. Cas14-DETECTR is a Cas14-
based method that enables high-fidelity SNP genotyping.
Cas14a protein can only recognize single-stranded DNA
[19]. Among them, the “DETECTR” method, is the most
widely developed because the Cas12a protein recognizes
double-stranded DNA and the reaction temperature is the
same as that required for RPA [17]. Since the outbreak of
SARS-CoV-2, the field of Cas12a protein-based detection is
advancing rapidly, for example, CRISPR-Cas12a-based lat-
eral flow assay [20], a visual detection method based on
Cas12a, AIOD-CRISPR [21], a one-step detection assay,
deCOViD [22], a one-pot digitization-enhanced Cas12a-as-

sisted detection assay, POC-CRISPR [23], a method of using
point-of-care device for detection.
Here, we also propose a method that combines Cas12a

detection with digital microfluidics (DMF) technology. DMF
is a developing technology that uses tiny electrodes to ma-
nipulate fluids into discrete microdroplets and controls the
reagent reaction on a substrate [24,25]. Based on the elec-
trowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) theory, the insulator be-
comes charged by applying an electric potential across the
insulator on an array of electrodes. Individual droplets can be
driven to move, merge, and separate by using electricity from
electrodes on the substrate [26]. This process allows droplets
to flow in the sealed chip, which prevents aerosol from
evaporation. Moreover, it allows routine reactions to be
performed with decreased time and reduced reagent con-
sumption due to effective mixing [27]. We combined the
RPA-Cas12a system with DMF to achieve the automated and
sensitive detection of nucleic acids. This RPA-Cas12a-based
platform combined with DMF is henceforth referred to as the
RCD platform. We found a better probe to optimize the
Cas12a system and designed the DMF chip suitable for nu-
cleic acid detection. After that, the specificity and sensitivity
of the RCD platform were verified. Finally, we used real
samples from influenza patients and COVID-19 patients to
verify the feasibility of the RCD method and found that the
results of the RCD platform were consistent with those of
real-time PCR. This finding indicates that the RCD method
also has the prospect of practical application in nucleic acid
detection.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Chemical materials

All otherwise unspecified chemical reagents were obtained
from Sangon Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (China). SU-8 2015
photoresist was purchased from Gersteltec Sarl (Pully,
Switzerland). Teflon AF1600 was provided by DuPont
(China). Dimethylsilicone oil was purchased from Aladdin
(China). Pluronic F127 was provided by Sigma Aldrich
(USA). All primers used in this study were synthesized and
purified by Bioray Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (China). Probes
and reporters were synthesized by Sangon Biotechnology
Co., Ltd. (China). To compare the RCD platform with other
established methods, we performed quantitative PCR
(qPCR). Assays were performed using an Influenza Virus A/
B Real Time RT-PCR Kit (Liferiver, China).

2.2 Chip design and manufacture

The DMF chips were designed by AutoCAD software and
consisted of two glass plates. The bottom glass plate was
coated with 300 nm-thick chromium and patterned by ex-
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posure to ultraviolet light for 15 s through the principle of
photolithography. The patterns were displayed on the chro-
mium plate by using a developer for a positive photoresist.
To form an electrode array, nitric acid chromium was used to
corrode the chromium coating on the glass for 3 min. The
electrode array (Figure 1a) consisted of 40 actuation elec-
trodes (2.2 mm × 2.2 mm) and 8 reservoir electrodes
(5.4 mm × 3.6 mm). Then, we covered the plates with SU-8
2015 photoresist as a dielectric coating to create the droplet
actuation phenomena and separate the electrodes. The top
glass plates were coated with indium tin oxide (ITO). Both
kinds of glass plates were eventually hydrophobized with
Teflon AF 1600. Finally, the chips were heated to solidify the
hydrophobic layer (200 °C, 20 min). A schematic diagram of
the chip fabrication process is shown in Figure S1 (Sup-
porting Information online). Three layers of double-sided
tape (Scotch Brand, approximately 360 μm) were placed
between the two glass plates to provide a space for droplet
flow and prevent the two plates from sliding. The droplets
were surrounded by dimethylsilicone oil to facilitate droplet
manipulation and prevent evaporation. Dimethylsilicone oil
was injected into the gap between the two plates with a syringe.

2.3 RCD platform

This automated system consisted of a DMF driving device
(40.8 cm × 15.3 cm × 5.6 cm), DMF chips with ready-
prepared reagent, a heating plate and a fluorescence readout
instrument (Figure S2). The DMF chip was placed on the

chip holder, which was linked to the DMF driving generator
via a pogo pin interface (48 pins). The method of purifying
Cas12a protein was put in the Supporting Information online.
The voltage of driving droplets is set to 120 Vrms, 10 kHz. A
heating plate set at 40 °C was placed under the chip to keep
the temperature of droplets in the chip at about 37 °C. Re-
action reagents were loaded on the reservoirs of the DMF
chip in advance, and droplets were formed and driven to the
intended sites. Finally, a fluorescence readout instrument (a
microscope, DM2700 Leica, Nikon, Japan) was used to de-
tect fluorescence and determine the presence of the pathogen
through comparison with the fluorescence of the negative
control. The wavelength range of the filter of the microscope
was 490–530 nm. The excitation light source for fluores-
cence detection was mercury lamp (EBQ 100-04,100W).
The exposure time was 1 s. The magnification was 40 times.
A camera (Leica DFC7000T) was built into the microscope.
The image analysis software we used was ImageJ (1.48v).
The image depth in the software was set to 8 bit. Select the
following three parameters: area, mean gray value, and in-
tegrated density. The brightness of the circular detection area
in the image was converted into a value to represent the
average intensity of fluorescence.

2.4 Preparation of RNAs

To determine the RNA sensitivity of the RCD platform,
synthetic RNA (Table S1, Supporting Information online)
was prepared. The T7 promoter sequence was added up-

Figure 1 (a) Illustration of the RCD platform. (b) Plan view of the electrodes of the DMF chip and each reagent in the reservoir. (c) Side view of the DMF
chip including a droplet. (d) Schematic illustration of the RPA-Cas12a-crRNA recognizing target and cleaving the reporter (color online).
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stream of the target sequence and then the whole sequence
was inserted into T vector. The target RNA was produced
using a HiScribeTM T7 Quick High Yield RNA Synthesis
Kit (New England Biolabs). The preparation of crRNA is
very similar to it. First, one part of the target sequence was
chosen as the binding site of the crRNA. crRNA consists of a
5′ terminal fixed hairpin and a 3′ terminal single-stranded
RNA. This single-stranded RNA was used to identify the
target sequence. Generally, crRNA targeting sites were se-
lected after RPA primer screening. The crRNA targeting
position was between the two primers. The RNA design
should contain minimal dimers and mismatches. The length
of crRNA binding was approximately 20 nt. We used Primer
5 software to screen for sequences with relatively few mis-
matches and dimers. Then, the T7 promoter sequence was
added upstream of the chosen sequence (Table S2). The
crRNAs were produced by using a HiScribeTM T7 Quick
High Yield RNA Synthesis Kit. The synthetic reactions were
performed at 37 °C overnight. Then, phenol-chloroform was
used to extract the RNA and followed by ethanol precipita-
tion. Finally, the RNAs were resuspended in 100 μL of
ddH2O (without RNase) and stored at −80 °C for later use.

2.5 Pseudovirus preparation and processing

First, we prepared 120 μL of HBSS with 1.5 μg of pHR,
0.5 μg of pVSVG, and 2 μg of plasmids with the target nu-
cleic acids inserted (listed in Table S3). Then, we mixed
81 μL of HBSS with 9 μL of 10× PEI and aspirated it ap-
proximately 20 times with a pipettor. Next, the second so-
lution was put into the first solution and aspirated 20 times
with a pipettor. The mixture was allowed to stand for 20 min
and then we divided it into 293T cells that were subjected to
starvation in DMEM without FBS and antibiotics. After 8 h
the medium was changed to DMEM containing 10% FBS
and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (ThermoFisher Scientific,
USA). Forty-eight hours after changing the medium, the
supernatant was filtered with 0.45 μm filter (Minipore), and
we used liquid nitrogen to freeze the supernatant. The viruses
were stored at −80 °C. The Magnetic Viral DNA/RNA Kit
(TIANGEN) was used to isolate nucleic acids to test the
sensitivity of our method in the laboratory. Finally, RNAwas
reversely transcribed to DNA by using a 5× All-In-One RT
MasterMix Kit (Applied Biological Material, Canada).

2.6 Clinical samples

Nasopharyngeal swab samples were obtained from 33 pa-
tients with respiratory symptoms and 3 healthy people at The
First Affiliated Hospital of Xiamen University from October
to December in 2019. All samples were preserved in a 2 mL
of Hank’s buffer. One aliquot was retained by the hospital for
clinical diagnosis, and another aliquot was sent to the la-

boratory on ice within 2 h. All the samples were stored at
−80 °C until RNA extraction. Nucleic acid purification from
the nasopharyngeal swab samples was achieved with an
Eastep® Super Total RNA Extraction Kit (Promega,
Shanghai, China). Then, 4 μL of the purified nucleic acids
was injected into the pointed position of the chip and 6 μL
was used for qPCR. All samples were handled anonymously.
Nucleic acid extraction from COVID-19 patient samples was
completed in the laboratory of the First Affiliated Hospital of
Xiamen University in 2020. Informed written consent was
obtained from all participants prior to the research, and the
samples were collected after informed consent and in
agreement with the Institutional Review Board of The First
Affiliated Hospital of Xiamen University. All detections
were performed in an accredited laboratory. The results of
this study did not influence the clinical discussion between
patients and physicians.

2.7 Recombinase polymerase amplification and Cas12a
detection reagent

The ZC-RAA® Basic and ZC-RAA® Basic RT kits were
purchased from ZC Bio-Sci & Tech Co., Ltd. (China). It
should be noted that, recombinase-aided amplification
(RAA) and RPA are both recombinant enzyme-based am-
plification methods. Both of the principles and the amplifi-
cation effect are similar [28]. Reaction temperatures are both
about 37 °C. The amplification reagent is configured ac-
cording to the instructions, and the concentration of the
primers is 0.4 μM. The Cas12a reaction mix used in RCD
platform consisted of purified Cas12a protein (0.16 μg/μL),
crRNA (0.02 μg/μL), reporters with fluorescence quenching
groups (0.8 μM) (Table S3), reaction buffer (100 mM NaCl,
50 Tris, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, pH 7.9) and 0.008%
Pluronic F127 solution. We used Primer 5 software to design
primers for RPA/RT-RPAwith a primer size of 31–34 nt and
a primer melting temperature of 65 °C. In the experiment of
screening probes, we used a 50 μL system. The system in-
cludes Cas12a protein (0.16 μg/μL), crRNA (0.02 μg/μL),
reporters (0.8 μM), target plasmid in Table S1 (0.1 μg/μL)
and reaction buffer (100 mM NaCl, 50 Tris, 10 mM MgCl2,
1 mM DTT, pH 7.9). The reaction was carried out in 96 well
plates. After reaction at 37 °C for 1 h, the final fluorescence
value was measured in an enzyme labeling instrument (Tecan
Spark, Switzerland).

2.8 Data analysis

Statistical analysis and the drawing of the statistical chart
were performed with Graphpad Prism software (8.0.2v). The
Student’s t-test was used to compare the means of two in-
dependent groups to each other. P < 0.05 was considered that
there was a significant difference between the two groups.
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 Working principle of the RCD platform

Figure 1 illustrates the working principle of the RCD plat-
form for automated multiple nucleic acid detection. The
overall diagram of the RCD platform is displayed in Figure
1a. The whole detection process is carried out on the chip and
read by the instrument after the reaction. Since the aperture
of the detection area on the chip is very small, we used a
microscope with a built-in camera function to collect the
image. The RCD procedure was conducted as follows: 2 μL
of isolated nucleic acids and 2 μL of the RT-RPA mix were
blended under the direction of a computer program, and the
mixture flowed along the electrodes for 10 min. Next, the
droplet was split into two small identical droplets, from
which one small droplet was moved to the waste reservoir,
while the other droplet was incubated with 2 μL of Cas12a-
crRNA-probe mix for 20 min. Driving the flow of larger
droplets requires a higher voltage, which increases the risk of
electrodes failure. Thus, we removed 2 μL volume from the
droplet after the RT-RPA reaction to keep the subsequent
reaction volume at 4 μL (Figure S3). To perform multiple
reactions, multiple regions could be designed on the chip. In
our experiments, three detection regions were arranged
(circular areas on the chip), including one for the control and
two for the samples (Figure 1b). The side view of the chip is
shown in Figure 1c. The bottom plate is divided into four
layers from bottom to top: the glass layer, the electrode, the
dielectric layer, and the hydrophobic layer. The top plate is
divided into three layers from top to bottom: the glass layer,
the indium tin oxide (ITO) layer, and the hydrophobic layer.
The droplets react between the top and bottom plates of the
chip. The droplets are surrounded by silicone oil to prevent
liquid evaporation and aerosol pollution. Figure 1d illustrates
the principle of detection. Once the Cas12a-crRNA com-
plexes match the target sequence amplified by RPA, cleavage
of the reporter flanked by the fluorescence (5-FAM) group
and quenching (BHQ1) group will occur. Specific details are
given in the Materials and Methods.

3.2 Optimization of the fluorescent probe in Cas12a
system

In the published CRISPR-related detection methods, the
length of the probe is in the range of 2–12 nucleotides. The
probe length of Cas13a protein is 2–7 nucleotides [29], the
probe base length of the Cas12b and Cas14a proteins is 12
nucleotides [18,19]. All the published probes for Cas12a
protein are 5 nucleotides [13,30]. Therefore, we designed
probes (poly-T) with different lengths and explored the
preference of the Cas12a protein for probe lengths in the
range of 2–12 nucleotides. We found that the Cas12a protein
was not sensitive to probes that were too short (< 4 nucleo-

tides). The signal-to-background ratio increased with in-
creasing probe length but reached a peak when the length
was 5. Subsequently, the probe length no longer affected the
signal-to-background ratio (Figure 2a). Then, we explored
whether the Cas12a protein has a preference for nucleotide
sequences similar to the Cas13a protein. We designed probes
with different nucleotide sequences and found that the nu-
cleotide sequence in the probe could also affect the fluor-
escence. In Figure 2b, we found that when guanines (G) were
connected, the fluorescence produced by the probe became
much lower. This is very similar to the properties of TaqMen
probes. “TCCCT” was observed to exhibit the strongest
signal-to-background ratio compared with those of the other
sequences and was twice that of “TTATT” chosen by the
SHERLOCK and DETECTER methods. No study has yet
revealed the structural principle of the collateral cleavage
property of the CRISPR protein. We speculate that the
CRISPR protein may be structurally similar to the Taq en-
zyme, but further structural research is needed. Finally, we
chose “FAM-TCCCT-BHQ1” as a probe.

3.3 Working performance of the DMF chip

The stability of the reagent droplet volume is an important
factor affecting the detection performance [31]. We eval-
uated the uniformity of the liquid volume distribution of the
chip. Since the amplification reagent contained a large
amount of protein, the viscosity of the reagent was relatively
high. We added Pluronic F127 to all the reagents to prevent
the droplets from adhering to the chip surface [32]. First, the
volume of droplets dispensed from one reservoir was in-
vestigated. The gap between the top and bottom plates is
fixed, so the droplet area determines the droplet volume. We
used a camera to record the droplet areas and calculated them
by using ImageJ (Figure S4). A video of dispensing a droplet
was captured in the Supporting Information online. Twenty
droplets were dispensed from one reservoir on the same chip
and the coefficient of variation (CV) of their areas was 4.2%
(Figure 3a). Then, the liquid distribution of the other re-
servoirs was tested and the CV was 3.8% (Figure 3b). The
coefficient of variation is the ratio of the standard deviation
of the data to the mean. Generally, the smaller the coefficient
of variation is, the smaller the degree of data dispersion is.
The low dispersion coefficient of the dispersed droplet vo-
lume indicates that the liquid volume distribution of the chip
is very stable. The stability of the dispersed droplets in the
chip ensures the consistency of each reaction.

3.4 Sensitivity and specificity of the RCD platform

To determine the sensitivity of the RCD platform, a 399 bp
nucleic acid sequence (Table S1) was inserted into the T
vector as the DNA target plasmid. Gradient dilutions of the
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plasmid were prepared, and the dilutions were quantified by
using the ddPCR technique (Figure S5). When we tested the
RCD platform by using the target plasmid, we achieved
single-molecule sensitivity, and the coefficient of variation
(CV) of fluorescence was 6.61% (Figure 4a). To determine
the RNA sensitivity of the RCD platform, we prepared
synthetic RNA. We used commercial RT-RPA reagents, and
reverse transcription and amplification were carried out to-
gether. We diluted the RNA in a tenfold gradient and found
that the fluorescence decreased significantly at 10 copies
(Figure 4b). We narrowed the detection range again to de-
termine the LOD value. The fluorescence is approximately
linear between 10 and 60 copies. Three negative controls of
this experiment were placed in Figure S6. In general, the
LOD value is equal to three times the standard deviation of
the negative control divided by the slope of the straight line
[33]. After calculation, the LOD value of RNA detected by
the RCD platform was approximately 5.2 copies (Figure 4c),
and the fluorescence at the LOD was approximately 1.5
times that of negative fluorescence. In actual detection, im-
properly preserved samples and extraction loss will reduce
the amount of extracted nucleic acid, so high sensitivity is
the basic guarantee for accurate detection of the RCD
platform.
The light source of the microscope is a mercury lamp. With

the increase of service time, the brightness of the mercury
lamp decreases gradually. Therefore, the brightness of dif-

ferent groups would be slightly different and we did negative
control in each group of experiments. Some bright spots
were observed in Figure 4a, which can also be found in the
following figures. We deduced that this phenomenon was
caused by the high concentration of polyethylene glycol
(PEG) in the RPA reagents. With increasing reaction time,
the nucleic acid was expanded exponentially, and PEG could
enrich the nucleic acid-Cas12a-crRNA complex and accu-
mulate it into a luminescent precipitate. However, this phe-
nomenon could not be observed in the control or negative
samples. Thus, we concluded that the precipitation did not
affect the test results. In the future, we will continue to op-
timize the amplification system in the chip to reduce its
aggregation and sedimentation.
We identified two groups of viruses to verify the specifi-

city of the RCD platform. The principle of specificity de-
tection is to detect pathogens with homology or similar
clinical symptoms. The first group of viruses was influenza
virus A (A/California/04/2009/H1N1), influenza virus B (B/
Florida/04/2006/Yamagata) and respiratory syncytial virus
(RSV). The matrix protein (MP) gene is fairly conserved
among all influenza virus subtypes [34]. We designed de-
generate primers to circumvent the problem that a few mu-
tations do exist in the MP region. The screened primers can
be used to cover common influenza Aviruses, such as H1N1,
H3N2, H5N1 and H7N9 [35–38]. Moreover, we designed
primers for the influenza B virus by the same method (Fig-

Figure 2 Screening of the fluorescence probes in the RCD platform. (a) The length of the probe could influence the signal-to-background ratio. (b)
Nucleotide sequences could also influence the signal-to-background ratio. Each bar represents the average value of three technical replicates (color online).

Figure 3 The performance of chip dispersed droplets. (a) The area of 20 droplets dispensed from one reservoir with a CV (%) of 4.2%. (b) The area of 20
droplets dispensed from different reservoirs with a CV (%) of 3.8%. Each bar represents the average value of three technical replicates (color online).
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ures S7, S8). The second group of viruses was SARS-CoV-2
and SARS virus. At present, the most common nucleic acid
detection method to detect SARS-CoV-2 is to test species-
specific regions of the SARS-CoV-2 genome, such as the
nucleoprotein (N) gene, envelope (E) genes, and open
reading frame 1 ab (Orf 1ab) gene. To improve the accuracy

of detection, we carried out double gene detection of the
SARS-CoV-2, N gene and Orf 1ab gene. We prepared
pseudoviruses containing the N gene and Orf 1ab gene of
SARS-CoV-2 and SARS viruses. crRNAs of each gene were
designed and are listed in Table S3. Viruses of each group
were diluted in a gradient and we used the same concentra-

Figure 4 The sensitivity and specificity of the RCD platform. (a) Fluorescence image of target DNA detection and quantification of the fluorescence
density. (b) Fluorescence image of target RNA detection and quantification of the fluorescence density. (c) Fluorescence image of lower concentrations of
RNA detection and quantification of the fluorescence density. (d) Fluorescence image of cross-reaction detection among influenza A virus, influenza B
viruses and respiratory syncytial virus, followed by quantification of the fluorescence densities. (e) Fluorescence image of cross-reaction detection between
SARS-CoV-2 and SARS and quantification of the fluorescence densities. Each bar represents the average value of three technical replicates. *** P < 0.001
(color online).
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tions as input for the detection of each virus. The results
showed no cross-reaction (Figure 4d, e). In conclusion, these
results suggest a convincing sensitivity and specificity for
the RCD platform and indicate that the RCD platform is
suitable for pathogen detection.

3.5 Feasibility of the RCD platform for use on real
clinical samples

Real clinical samples of influenza patients were detected to
verify the feasibility of the RCD platform. We collected 33
swab samples from patients with respiratory symptoms at
The First Affiliated Hospital of Xiamen University from
October to December in 2019. These samples had been di-
agnosed by antigen-antibody detection, and 2 cases were
negative. We also collected swab samples from three healthy
people. Informed written consent was obtained from all
participants prior to the research and the samples were col-
lected after informed consent and in agreement with the In-
stitutional Review Board of The First Affiliated Hospital of
Xiamen University. Then these 36 samples were tested in the
laboratory by the RCD platform (Figure 5) and real-time
PCR method (Figure S9). In the RCD platform, the differ-
ence between negative and positive in these samples can be
distinguished by the naked eye. ImageJ software was also
used to quantify the brightness of the results. We calculated
the ratio of the fluorescence of all samples to that of negative
control (no input).
We defined the cut-off value of the positive result as 1.5

times of the tested sample versus the negative control. The
fluorescence ratio of 31 samples identified as positive was

greater than 1.5, and the fluorescence ratio of the remaining 5
samples (including 3 samples from healthy people) was ap-
proximately 1. These 36 samples were also tested by real-
time PCR, and we compared the fluorescence of real-time
PCR with that of the RCD platform. For negative results in
the RCD platform, the real-time PCR results did not show a
peak. For these 36 samples, the RCD platform achieved a
100% detection rate.
Figure 5 also shows that the fluorescence of the influenza

B virus sample is somewhat stronger than that of the influ-
enza A virus sample. We think this is because we used de-
generate primers in the system. Because influenza A virus
contains a large number of mutations, we designed primers
(Figure S8) for the most common genotypes (H1N1, H3N2,
H5N1 and H7N9). The primer concentration of a certain
variety, such as H1N1, was therefore relatively low. Ac-
cordingly, under the same reaction conditions, the amplifi-
cation efficiency of the influenza A virus was not as high as
that of the influenza B virus. Nevertheless, we distinguished
the patients from the healthy person, and the typing was very
accurate. Improving reaction efficiency is a major advantage
of DMF technology. In addition, we used a probe (TCCCT)
with higher fluorescence intensity. These two advantages
made up for the relative shortage of primers. Therefore, the
RCD platform achieved large-area coverage of the detection
of variant viruses, which may help the medical staff de-
termine the treatment plan and prevention and control mea-
sures correctly. This proves that the platform is also suitable
for viruses with mutations.
Fourteen swab samples from COVID-19 patients and 2

swab samples from healthy people were collected from the

Figure 5 Influenza virus detection in 36 swab samples with the RCD platform.
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hospital and nucleic acids were extracted in the hospital la-
boratory. Double genes among these nucleic acids were de-
tected by the RCD platform. The cut-off value is still defined
as 1.5 times the tested sample versus the negative control. All
the samples were successfully detected and the results co-
incided with the facts (Figure 6). Because these 14 samples
had been confirmed negative and positive in the hospital, and
the amount of nucleic acid extracted was very small, we used
only the RCD platform to test the samples. Samples were
collected at different times, so we tested the negative control
for each sample. There were no false-positive results in the
detection. This result also shows that the RCD platform is a
reliable potential platform for infectious disease detection.
Because the chip is made by our laboratory, manual de-
gumming can easily leave residues in the pattern-making
process. Residual debris can be observed under the micro-
scope in Figure 6. Because the debris is located under the
dielectric layer and the amount of debris is small, it does not
affect the flow of the droplets. This is also confirmed in
Figure 3.
By detecting influenza samples, we compared the RCD

platform with qPCR and the antigen-antibody method in
terms of reaction time, sensitivity, cost and reaction tem-
perature (Table S4). The reaction time of qPCR is greater
than that of the antigen-antibody method and the RCD
platform. The antigen-antibody method and the RCD plat-
form can both be used at a constant temperature. qPCR re-
quires repeated temperature changes, so it is time-consuming
( > 1 h) and requires complex instruments. The time of an-
tibody production in the human body varies from person to
person, and false-negative results often occur in the antigen-
antibody method. The sensitivity of the antigen-antibody
method is approximately 65% [39]. Thus, the antigen-
antibody method is not as sensitive as qPCR or the RCD
platform. The reagent cost of qPCR is not high, but bulky and
complex instruments were unfavorable for a rapid diagnostic
field test. The RCD platform requires only a few microliters
of reagents, and the reagent cost is even lower than that of
qPCR. The cost of the artificial chip in the lab is approxi-
mately 35 RMB per chip (Table S4). A simple blue light-
emitting detection device can be customized and the driving
device of the chip is less technical than a qPCR instrument

Figure 6 SARS-CoV-2 detection of double genes in 16 nucleic acid samples with the RCD platform.
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and easy to carry, which is more conducive to rapid detection
in the future. Overall, the RCD platform combines the ad-
vantages of qPCR and antigen-antibody method, with high
sensitivity, fast reaction time and constant temperature. The
cost of the RCD platform is expected to decline significantly
after large-scale industrial production. It is hoped in the fu-
ture that the marginal cost of the RCD platform per reaction
is equal to that of qPCR.

4 Conclusions

In conclusion, the RCD platform was successfully developed
for the detection of pathogens, especially RNA viruses. The
platform has proven to be highly sensitive and specific under
laboratory conditions. The amplification by RPA and the
optimization of Cas12a-crRNA ensured the sensitivity of the
system. The new fluorescence reporter (TCCCT) further
optimized the platform. The dispersed droplets of the chip
are uniform and stable. The reliable detection of virus in 52
real clinical samples has validated its ability to be used in
community hospitals, clinics and laboratories for pathogen
diagnosis. Compared with other methods, such as the anti-
gen-antibody method and qPCR, the RCD platform offers
advantages in terms of high sensitivity, low time cost, and the
ability to perform the reaction at a constant temperature.
With the DMF technique, the RCD platform presents the
following advantages. First, the automation of DMF greatly
simplifies the operation and reduces the labor required.
Second, the chip integrates multiple electrodes, which can be
used for multichannel detection in the future. Third, DMF
prevents the risk of nucleic acid contamination caused by lid
opening. Furthermore, the RCD platform can be highly ap-
plicable for various tasks, including immunoassay applica-
tions [31], cell-based applications [40], and SNP genotyping.
Our RCD platform is still in the early stage, and in the future,
we will improve the microfluidic throughput and chip
properties. We will develop amplification systems that do not
produce precipitation. Moreover, we will increase the num-
ber of detection areas on the chip. Instruments and software
for controlling multiple chips at one time will be developed.
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